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On September 16, 1985, at 1849 hours, with the plant operating at
100% power, the rod control system failed to operate as intended.
This occurrence was detected during the post-maintenance testing
following the RPI power supplies changeout per EM-419. The rod
control system, when selected to Bank "D" selector switch,
allcwed two rods in Bank "B", I-07 and E-07 and only two rods in
Bank "D" G-03 and G11 to move. This condition violated the
insertion limit and proper bank overlap as required in the Ginna
Plant Technical Specifications. As a result, the rod control
system was declared inoperable at that time.

Subsequent investigation revealed that the full length rod
control power cabinet 1BD was inadvertently selecting the two
Bank "B" rods for movement. The problem was traced to a faulty
firing circuit card in the 1BD cabinet.

The firing circuit card was successfully replaced under EM-514
and the control rod system declared operable at 2210 hours.
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On September 16, 1985, at 1849 hours, the Rod Control System was
deemed inoperable as a result of the system failing to respond as
intended while performing PT-1 - Control Rod System Testing. Thetest identified that when selected to Bank "D" control, only twoof the four rods in Bank "D" were moving, however; two rods inBank "B" were also responding to the motion signal. An immediateinvestigation followed. ThE results are as follows:
The I&C personnel identified at the power control cabinets forthe "B" and "D" Bank rods, that regardless of the position ofthe rod control selector switch, (i.e. Bank "B", "D", manual orauto), the power cabinet was constantly selecting group "A", Bank"B" in the 1BD cabinet. A detailed investigation in the powercabinet revealed that a faulty firing circuit card (WestinghouseDwg. 916E646 #H53) was causing the condition. The circuit card
was replaced and a second PT-1 was performed with all acceptance
criteria satisfied. The. rod control system was again deemedoperable at 2210 hours. The system was inoperative for a periodof 3 hours and 21 minutes. It is noted that. prior to the replace-ment of the faulty circuit card there were'no audible or visual
alarms in the Control Room alerting the operator to the condition.

A review of the past weeks' rod position indication problems was
'

conducted during the card replacement. It became clear afteridentifying the faulty circuit card that two causes for the
RPI alignment problems existed. The first being the RPIfluctuations due to the faulty power supplies and the second
being the faulty firing circuit card. .(See LER 85-016 fordetails on the RPI problem). '

To address the faulty firing circuit card, a background historyis detailed below:

On September 14, 1985, at approximately 0930 and immediatelyfollowing a turbine load reduction, a rod deviation alarm wasgenerated. The auto rod control system responded to the temper-
ature deviation resulting from the load reduction with inward rodmotion. A rod deviation alarm was generated indicating one rodin Bank "B" to be greater than 12 steps out and a second rod inBank "B" intermittently alarming. The on-duty Shift Supervisorconsulted the Duty Engineer to discuss the condition. It was i

,

then determined that since the deviation occurred during auto rod
motion that there may be a problem in the logic scheme. i
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address this concern, the rod control was selected to manual and
the rods exercised in and out approximately 4 to 5 steps. (It is
noted that both auto and manual will produce the same sequencing
seneme). Rod indications responded as expected. It is not knownat this time whether the firing circuit card was failing intermit-
tently or if the small rod motion was insufficient to generate a
visual deviation. Since the rod indication system is very
sensitive to temperature fluctuations it was concluded that the
indication system be realigned using procedure CP-2.1. Following
realignment, the Bank "B" rods were selected and PT-1 performed
for only that Bank. No abnormalities were identified. Itis noted that if the firing card was faulty at this time, no
abnormalities would be noted since all four rods in Bank "B"
would respond as requested. Subsequent deviation alarms were
generated in the following two days until replacement of the
firing circuit card on September 16, 1985.

Constant consultation with higher supervision was maintained
during the identification and replacement to keep them appraised
of the progress. It was identified at this. time that since rodalignments were conducted when the firing circuit card was
potentially malfunctioning, that rod alignment could not be
assured. Flux traces by the Reactor Engineer showed that no
deviations existed. To assu that the gods were properly
aligned, procedure EM-515 was generated and PORC approved. This
procedure provided instructions to fully withdraw Control Banks B
and D from the core and then continue outward rod motion a
sufficient number of steps until any potential for misalignment
was negated. The analysis to justify the required rod motion was
arrived at by reviewing the operating history. logs of rod position
prior to experiencing the rod control problems. The proper count
logic was adjusted for the particular Banks and the system
returned to normal.

It was not clear at the time of the event why the rod control
non-urgent or urgent failure alarms were not actuated. Subsequent
evaluation by Westinghouse revealed that the particular failure
in the firing circuit card will not produce any alarms.
The shutdown margin requirements as per Ginna Technical Specifi-
cation Figure 3.10-2 have also been analyzed as a result of
violating the insertion limits for Bank B. A review of the
operating history logs was made and it was concluded that adequate
shutdown margin was maintained at all times during the event.

A cause investigation meeting was held on 9/30/85 to discuss the
incident and to develop a corrective action plan to preclude
recurrence. Procedures are being nodified to require that
following any maintenance on the rod control system, that
sufficient testing be performed to determine acceptability.
Also, operations surveillance requires that the status indicating
lights on the power control cabinets be routinely checked. j
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ROCHESTER GAS AND ELECTR|C CORPORATION e 89 EAST AVENUE, ROCHESTER, N.Y. 146495001 '*

ROGER W. KOHER

ELEC IC & STf AM PRODUCTION A = F * C OCE 7 546-2700

October 15, 1985

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Subject: LER-85-017, Control Rod Insertion and Bank Overlap
Violation

R.E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant
Docket No. 50-244

In accordance with 10 CFR 50.73, Licensee Event
Report System, item (a) (2) (i) (B) "Any operation or
condition prohibited by the plant's Technical
Specifications" the attached Licensee Event Report
LER 85-017 is hereby submitted.

V truly yours,

OfL !*r
Roger W. Kober

xc: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region 1 I

631 Park Avenue
King of Prussia, PA 19406
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